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THE SOUND OF LIGHT



An individual off the street with a personal identity. 
Waiting for a train, next to another. Together they wait. They step onto 

the train. Together, these individuals gain a temporary identity 
– a commuter. 

The same way, the same track in the same carriage. They arrive and 
leave, spilling into the city,  

individually leaving the commuter behind. 



LOCATION PLAN 1:5000
port adelaide railway station

Port Adelaide Railway Station located on the 
‘Outer Harbor Line’ in the north-western Adelaide suburbs
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PROCESS
mapping individuals and commuters

Individuals have their own identity until they reach the platform. Then they 
become a commuter while everyone else around them becomes a commuter. 
They gain a different identity for for a short time.



PROCESS
‘girl reflected’ drawing influencing form generating

‘Girl Reflected’ took into account personal stories about how you’re 
looking at people, but you don’t really see people. There were notions 
of identity in individuals. Each commuter carrying their own story onto 
the train and off into the city. This story is represented through a 
collection of line work drawings.

These drawings were directly transformed into form, featuring 
linear planes intersecting eachother. This proved interesting and 
provided valuable composition to develop further, on site and into 
programatic spaces.



PROCESS
‘a machine for creating’ - the architecture as an instrument

The identity of Port Adelaide is heritage, industrial, exportation and factory - the machine age. 
Mass produced with a fast turn around.

The camera changed the way we see art - allowing millions to view at the same time in 
different locations. While the reader gains access to authorship through newspapers and 
documentary films. The viewer changes the story.



PROCESS
exploded structure and analysis of light

Recreating light scenes within the architecture inspired by the light movement and patterns from 
within the train and on the platform. The use of light and the strips created along the walls is similar 
patterns to that of the soundtrack on old film strips. The light could create sounds of Port Adelaide. This 
would directly allow the viewer to affect the sounds from shadow play.



East to west from one horizon to the next. The same sequence on different 
days. Light through vision, light through sensation. Light floods the space 

around them.

Light gains a temporary identity entering visable but leaving as 
invisible, a sound.

The Sound of Light

The everchanging yet consistent sounds from the sun of Port Adelaide.

exterior perspective looking south-west in morning light



EXTERIOR PERSPECTIVES 

looking south-east in midday light looking east in evening light
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platform level level 01 level 02 (audio core)
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SECTION A

midday

early morning
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 late afternoon
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TO CITY



gallery south in the evening light

INTERIOR PERSPECTIVE



STUDY - GALLERY SOUTH

electrical outlets and processing of 
phototransistors through wall panel 
collecting sunlight converting to audio

speakers amplifying sound from 
phototransistors, underfoot to the public

polycarbonate acoustic sheeting 
allowing light to pass however blocking 
the audio from the floor below

perforated metal sheeting floor acoustic plan within space from single 
underfoot speaker



INTERIOR PERSPECTIVE

gallery  north in the morning light



STUDY - GALLERY NORTH
phototransistors through whole wall 
to capture and convert light into audio

perforated steel sheeting underfoot 
above speakers

polycarbonate acoustic sheeting as floor 
alowing light to flood through

acoustic plan within space from single 
underfoot speaker



STUDY - GALLERY PLATFORM

phototransistors under railway tracks capturing 
light and converting to audio - noticably changing 

when the trains arrive and departs

audio played under foot 
along the platform of the 

Port Adelaide Station

perforated mesh in circular form to redirect 
the audio through the space and allow 
light to flood onto the platform



ISOMETRIC SECTION

gallery south

gallery north

gallery platform

audio core
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